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Custom Supreme Rover

$345.00

I'm often asked to do portraits of animals harvested. These quiver show deer taken by a father and son just
10 days apart.Â Price is the same with or without the pocket.Â One quiver shows a top overlay carving with
a pocket on the quiver body and the other shows an carving on the quiver body with an identifing carving on
the top overlay.Â A flint chip arrow head is carved on the bottom overlay.Â See pricing, but it is always best
to call so we can discuss exactly what you would like on your quiver....these babies will be around to pass on
to someone special....so, let's get it right and make sure your quiver is uniquely yours.
There are two models to choose from...One is with a pocket and the other is without. Models with a
pocket have the carving on the top overlay.Â Models without a pocket allow room for a larger more dramatic
carving on the quiver body.Â Models with a carving on the quiver body will have a design carved, usually
including initials, on the top overlay.
You will need to call or send me an email to discuss the design you want. Seldom is it necessary for a
price change from those shown, but occassionaly there needs to be an adjustment. Â
These quivers are made out of US Steer vegetable tanned hides.Â The same leather used to build saddles.Â
Even though they are fancy they are ment to be used and used hard.Â Hand died and hand painted by
myself and a special finish is hand applied.Â The fringe is hand cut deer skin.
As with all myÂ products there is no short cuts taken.Â Hopefully they will become a family heirloom to be
passed down for generations. I want your kids to fight over who gets Dad's quiver when you're dead.
Standard Price as shown: $345.00
Vendor Information

Customer Reviews: There are yet no reviews for this product.
Please log in to write a review.
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